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We use the word "aesthetic" a great deal. We use the word most times as

a modifier of "property" "object" "experience" "attitude" and "attemi<nr'.-'h'1e.--
word "aesthetic" is used as both an adjective and as a noun, but when it is used

as a noun, the word is offered as a short-hand description of an alternate, more
precise description. For example, when an ordinary object is said to be "aesthetic"
usually this means either (I) that the object is beautiful, elegant, balanced, etc.,

i.e. has some positive aesthetic quality, or (2) that the object is such as to offer
one who would attend to it an aesthetic experience that is either readily available
or rewarding in some way.. The word is an adjective, and so to define the word is
to define it as a modifier of some noun. The question now: wbich. noun"

The history of the word's usage goes back to Alexander Baumgarten,

who began using the word in a philosophical context in 1735 to reter to a systemic
attempt at a metaphysics or psychology of art. He believed that the foundations

of the arts are "sensitive representations" which are not merely sensations but
are cunuecit:d wiiu feeiillg. Tuday we itmd io ihiuk inai aesineiics nas io do wiLn
the sensuous aspects of experience. Of course, to say that aesthetics has to do
with the sensuous aspects of experience is to give little in the way of an answer

to students who want the word "aesthetic" defined. But at least it does, at least
implicitly, narrow the field so that some discussion may begin. To talk about the

"sensuous aspects of experience" is to talk about experience. This seems an
appropriate place to begin. Let me say why.

Aesthetic Experience as Basic

Consider "aesthetic" as a modifier of "attitude." The philosophical

tradition which tocuses on un~erstanding if there is an aesthetic attitude and

what it consists in is nestled in England and Germany of the 18thand 1911ICenturies,
and America of the 20th. There are a plurality of aesthetic attitude theories, but
certain strong trends allow us to describe the tradition as a whole without taking
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too many liberties. Originally the focus was on how one could go about making
correct aesthetic judgments. Lord Shaftesbury, Francis Hutcheson, and Immanuel
Kant believed that if one were to adopt the aesthetic attitude, one would be in
the position to make correct aesthetic evaluations. They each described adoption
of the aesthetic attitude as adoption of a perspective of disinterest, disinterest in
the functionality of the object or event under consideration. (This is found in

Hume's work. too, but he is traditionally not numbered amongst aesthetic attitude
theorists.)"fiT~ t.f'e!2P-tQward describing the conditions for correct aesthetic

e.~~~~, through me-work of such figures as Arthur Schopenhauer

and. recently, Jerome Stolnitz, by a focus on the conditions for aesthetic
experience. That is, instead of adopting the aesthetic attitude in order to make
correct aesthetic judgments, the discussion turned to adoption of the aesthetic

attitude in order to experience aesthetically, or, better, to have an aesthetic
experience. If one were to adopt the posture of disinterest-for Schopenhauer
and for Stolnitz - one would bring about an aesthetic experience. The content
of that ~xperience would be some aesthetic object or event, made an aesthetic
object or event merely by the act of viewing it from this aesthetic point of view,
through adoption of the aesthetic attitude. .

If this is an adequate quick rendering of that tradition, it allows us to
understand in a sort of hierarchy some of the nouns which "aesthetic" might
modify. Aesthetic attention is attention directed toward aesthetic objects, events

or properties. Aesthetic objects and events are the content of aesthetic
experiences. Aesthetic attitudes, or, better, the aesthetic attitude (if there even
is such a thing) is what allows us to have aesthetic experiences (which, even on
the earlier view that adoption of an aesthetic attitude was for t~e purpose of
aesthetic judgment, still places the having of an aesthetic experience logically
earlier than attitude or judgment - that is, going on the supposition that one
cannot make an aesthetic judgment in the absence of having an aesthetic
experience). This leaves two things at the ground level in terms of discussing

"the aesthetic": aesthetic properties and aesthetic experiences. I believe the
latter is the more basic of the two. I believe this because it seems impossible to

circumscribe the set of aesthetic properties (in either an obiective or subiective
way) such that a single definition would capture what it is to be an aesthetic

property. This is true for the following sorts of reasons: I

(1) The attempt to attach objective properties either to the identification of

the presence of aesthetic properties OR to aesthetic judgments has been
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historically unsuccessful. This failure is explained, and argument for
why such connections will not be successful has been offered, perhaps
most famously by Frank Sibley. I

(2) It seems impossible to identifY any set of"objective properties which can
be called the set of aesthetic properties. This is a problem of inclusion,
but there is also the problem of exclusion. It seems impossible to
designate any objective property as a nonaesthetic property. This is
because there is no reason to exclude from being an "aesthetic property"
any (objective) property which actually enters into the making of a
particular aesthetic judgment. So no property which could contribute to.
an agent's aesthetic experience ought be dismissed (a priori) as a
candidate aesthetic property. In determining tbe scope of what counts
as an aesthetic property, it is not merely the internal relations that we
need be attentive to,just as it is not merely the external relations that we
need be inattentive to, in experiencing an object aesthetically. Many
internal relations may be superfluous to our aesthetic experience of an
object. For instance, it may not be necessary to understand what
motivates la.go to be such a treacherous character to fully appreciate his
place in Othello. It may not even be necessary to understand that Iago is
treacherous to fully appreciate the play, so long as the actions which
fluw fruw hi:>cnurc!ch:rs~rv~ iu bimi ihe ''-i.he:>i:>:-ufi.h~ piay i.ug~ih~r
(the jealousy that Othello feels and what results from that). Conversely,
some external relations may be relevant to our appreciation onhe object.
In knowing something of the conditions under which Mozart composed
and of the instruments that were available to him at the time, one's
appreciation of his music could increase. Another example, more clearly
external, might be one's motivation to view a film more closely if it is
known that the tUm had been nominated for an Oscar. This is not an
unusuai occurrence. rne mm's nomination is not an internai reiation oi
the object, but the knowledge of the nomination might nonetheless change
one's experience of the film for the better if her attention is colored or
motivated by this knowledge. To argue a priori that some properties are
not or cannot be aesthetic properties seems counter-intuitive ,to what
seems to be our goai in viewing aesthetic objects. One ought not be
interested in a boundary over which we must nof,tread in order to gain
the best experience. We should be interested in loosening boundaries so
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that whatever might contribute to the overall best experience might be
a~itted' to our ~et of aesthetIc properties. None of this is to say that
we ought pay attention to each and every one of the object~s;properties
(such a thing is not possible). It is, however, to say that all properties
ougpt to be candidate.sfor attention, so tha!no matterh0'Vi prim%cie
incidental or periph~ral a prop~riy,_no matter how detached a prt\perty
from the internal or formafsei(s) of aesthetic properties, one might have
the legitimate option of attending to that property given its efficacy to
enrich her experience of the object.

. --

(3) Aesthetic properties seem to be hybrid properties, mixtures of both
objective aspects and evaluative aspects. As such, it Win be impossible
to offer a purely objective account of aesthetic p!operties. Monroe C.
Beardsley writes

The alternative that remains is to say that a
distinguishing feature of A-qualities [aesthetic qualiti~s)
is their intimate connection with normative critical
judgments - or, more explicitly (though 'still tentatively

and roughly)" that an A-quality ,ot' an object is an
aesthetically valuable quality of tbat object. On this
proposal, what -guides our linguistic intuition in
~iassiryiug IIgiveu quaiiiy liS1111A-quaiiiy is ihe impiicii.
intuition in classifying a given quality as an A-quality
is the implicitly recognition that it could be cited in a
reason supposing a judgment (affirmative or negative)

of aesthetic value This proposal has another
advantage... to give a reason in support of a judgment

of a work - or of any object, considered from the
aesthetic point of view - you have to pite a quality of
that object or oi some pan oi it.:

Tbis connection with the aesthetic value, or aesthetic values, as Alan
Goldman writes,~ places aesthetic properties in line with their most
popular linguistic use, viz. as offering a defense or a justification for a
particular broad evaluative claim about a work or natural objectlevent
(that the object is beautitul, tor instance). This also ties togethec
aesthetic properties with the meanings and interpretations of the work.
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A detailed articulation of the meaning of a work will inevitably cite
aesthetic properties, properties that contribute to the validity of the
interpretation being articulated, and given that an interpretation may well
be thought of as a vehicle for enhancing appreciation of an artwork, ~

such citations will pick out aesthetically valuable aspects of the work.
{4} The 19- and 20- centuries are filled with objects which most viewers

are happy to call art objects, yet whose aesthetic character lies not much
at ali with the sensuous but with the cognitive. Duchamp's readymades
and Cage's music are.. clear examples. Aesthetics, to encompass
discussion of Duchamp 's art, cannot merely be a focus on the sensuous
aspects of experience. Of course, on the other hand, it is also fair to say
that were there nothing there to look at, Duchamp's work would not be
art. An external object upon which one's attention is bent, even if that
object functions simply as a trigger for cognitions of one sort or another,

is necessary: an aesthetic object is necessary for an aesthetic experience.
This is even true of Cage's music, and it is even true of some memory or

act of imagination. There must be a content to that memory or
"imagining" which acts as Ii tocus, albeit perhaps only 'in a triggering
way, for an aesthetic experience to occur. The point, finally, is that one

cannot describe in simply oi>jective tenns the aesthetic properties of all
ihuse recent ubjl:cis besi iabeieu .'cunceptulli ari.- Simpie ubjective
accounts of aesthetic properties are insufficient here.

(5) rinally, consider a Lockean-relational analysis of the ontology of

aesthetic properties, one where aesthetic properties are understood as
Lockean secondary qualities. The relationa/ist believes that (a) the basic
properties of objects, such as lines, shapes, colors, are only in part
responsible for the aesthetic pJ.:operties of the object; (b) the "higher"

aesthetic properties, such as harmony, grace and elegance, are not in the
object per se, but are found in are/alionship between the basic objective
properties and the attending subject. Aesthetic properties exist as they

are perceived to exist; .aesthetic properties exist in a doubly indexical

position: indexed to obiective properties and indexed to the.attending

agent's subjective state. While advocates of this position do not deny
that it is the objective properties of the object that form the bases upon
which the atten4er's aesthetic experiencing (appreciation, evaluation)

of the object is made, it is the attending of the agent which brings these
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elements into actuatity. Without the attending agent, the object's
properties which we take to be the basis for our. aesthetic eXperience
remain in a potential state. Historically, this is a popular position; it

canJ:>efound in the work of such figures as Hutcheson, Kant, and, more
recently, Beardsley:

TI1e presence of value in the object does not of course
depend on it actually being experienced ~ even if no
one ever sees the Rhodora, it still retains its capacity to .

provide aesthetic enjoyment. 'So in a sense the value is
independent.,of anyone's experience of it. But' at the-
same time its value is not unconnected with actual or
possible experiences, for its value is in fact de:fmed m'
terms of such experiences Setting aside transcendent
beauties ot ineffable intuitions, the only ground that'
seemsto be left for attributing goodness to works of art
is the sort of experience they have it in them to provide.'

Yet another such account is that of Michael Mitias; he writes that
Valse 1'ristehas the capacitY. i.e. potentiality, to occasion or actualize

a musical experience which has the affective character ofsadness."6
Such ac,counts explain:how aesthetic qualities function and how they
exisl. ,lfsuch accuuuls are correcl, slricl CirCUU1$CripiioI1saround lilt:
set of all-and-only aesthetic properties from an objective point of view
will be impossible.
All of these arguments taken together suggest that it is not possible to

say. in any objective. essentialist, noninductivist way what an aesthetic property
is. Perhaps then our time is better spent in focusing not on the objective, but on
the subjective. That is, instead of focusing on what an aesthetic property is as a
property of some object or event. it is better to consider aesthetic properties as
.properties of experiences (at least in the relational way described above). We
may say that aestbetic properties are those properties which importantly and
relevantly make up the content of aesthetic experiences. This allows us to
priviiege taik about aesthetic experience as foundationai to understanding what
"aesthetic" means.

'

An Inductivist Approach to Understanding Aesthetic Experiences as

Distinct from Other Experiences
If everyone has had aesthetic experiences - and this seems an
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uncontroversial assumption - then to some degree everyone can draw a line
between those experience she has had which are aesthetic and those which are
not. This line will probably be quite vague, but that does not matter. The point

is not to draw the line so solidly that it can support a metaphysical discussion (of
differences in kinds of experience) but to have the line be just strong enough to
apportion some experiences from others. Then, in as strong or as loose terms as

we wish and as our arguments will support, we can begin to say what is different .

about aesthetic experiences and nonaesthetic experiences. The doubt that such
a line can be drawn so strongly tbat a metaphysical distinction can be defended,
along with a general interest in ontological economy, may make the wiser choice

the nonessentialist one, where ~~thetic and nonaesthetic experience is on a
continuum -albeit a continuum where at each end there are fairly clear examples

of aesthetic and nonaesthetic experiences.
One philosopher who described aesthetic experience in a nonessentialist,

nondivisiveway was John Dewey. Dewey's account centers on what he calls "an

experience." An experience is any garden:'variety experience that one might have
which has the character -of being maximally unified and highly meaningful. An
experience is a bounded organic whole;" when a moment is suflicient to itselt~ is

individualized, this is an experience. In aesthetic experience there is a heightened
interest in the factors that constitute an experience, in the experience's
"umnipn:scni funo, io iis uynamic cuosi.ruci.iun, ill ii.s rhyi.hmic variei.y anu
unity. .."'

The ditliculty with Dewey's account is that it seems easily to admit of
counterexample. There are many experiences which, it seems, adequately fulfill

Dewey's aesthetic-experiential criteria. but which seem clearly nonaesthetic. A
nondomestically-oriented spouse making his or her first grocery-buying trip might
have an experience which fulfills Dewey's criteria, but this may not be the sort
of experience that this individual would class with his or her aesthetic experiences.

Nonetheless, there are several things that are still attractive about

newey's account.
(l) Dewey focuses on experience and the subjective in his treatment of

aesthetics. The praises or this approach have aireaciy been sung.
(2) Dewey does not preventively exclude any properties or states; subjective

or objective, from inclusion in some particular aesthetic experience.
(3) He does not focus on what ought to be paradigmatic instances of aesthetic
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experiences" sucb as those bad in gliIreries and coneen bUs. Instead!
he: takes the experience of "the common. man~ as basic.

(4) Dewey's a£Cmmt is.not. divisive; itdoes not seek to draw a.Rln'ttfine

betw~-n the a.esUlm£ and the nonaesthetic. )[)ewe.y belteved tbat every
evenf has something of the aesthetic about it -8 some~of coune,. more
than othen.. Even an episode of brushing one's teeth might have
sometmAg of the aesthetic about it" albeit something small.. This
mmdivisivene$S is much mOTe in [me with the way that people Jabd.
some experiences aesthetic am:l\others not. There are those who ha.ve
nothing li~e an aes:!:reLi'cexperience though their attention is'd!ireeted

a.t., say, a w'Od by Wamai. There are tbose who> have aesthetic::
experiem:e:s looking at the butterfly and shell motif of a batnromn.
waHpapet'_ Dewey. anows for the wideness:. of the range of aesthetic

~
_ One oftbe kCJf'offerings of Dewey's account is that it oiTers Us:a deep

fteedom in IIDderStmdi.ngand discussing the nature; of aesthetic experience_ This
is:a blessing" to Oes~ But it is also a bit ora. cmse because with such &ecdom
comes the spectre of iteJiativism., md with "relativism comes the diUic:ulty of not
being able to offer any intefligible diisaIssion .about aesthetic: experience., Was
Dewey ~ aesthetic rdativist?' Probably. But he was, no more a relativist in

aesiDciic m:st.:Wisious Wan any imiuciiivrsil wouiu oe n:quireu lU De. UiuCTeni
human beings have diffeunt aesthetic' experiences Inan oth.er~ even thougJ1 dim
atteDtiOD is 4iReted toward the same objects OTevents. 'fbe trick fot Dewey'
was to desuihe. in the mann;etr of a screntirst" what was generally common to tile
ways in wmch common individuals labeled! some experiences aC$thenc and othets,

not.. This process is at heart inductivist.. andl so its results cannot be essential Ot\

n~. However~ to picK out a. genera] pattem~ as science does, is reason
eoougJi to listen closely to. Dewey.. p'redfc11fons about gravity are nonessential"

but no one denies: that it is better to predict that gravity will obtain tomorrow as:

it does today. Predictions that aestl'retic experiences will have the char.!:€:ter

that Dewey desen'Des- that tbey ,wf be those experiences which are maxima-lilly
unifieci ana mghij meaningfui - are wormy of attemion.

Monroe Beattd$iey tales up, where Dewey left off. Beardsley.s rel!iance
011psydloJogy swpasses Dewey's. Beardsley's last (published) analysis of what
constitntes an aesthetic experience is this:

....
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My present disposition is to work with a :Set of five criteria of

the aesthetic cnaracter of experience...
(I) Object Directness. A willingly .accepted guidance over

the snccessionof one's .mental :States by pinmemenaR:y
objective properties (~ua1iues ami .l"leiauon:s} of a
perceptual or intentiona:l fi~ld 10nwhich :at:tenlimlls fiXed

'with a feeling that \things are WOTDng .or hIDilcewmXed
themselves out fittingly.

(:2) Felt Ft'\cedom.. A sense 01 release fram' the duminance

of some antecedent etmoems about paSt and fu!tH'e., a
reiaxationand :sense rifharmony wid1 what is F~
or semmtically mv,o'ked. by it or impliclUy pmriliSeifI'by
it, so that what ,cnmesTIs the .arlrofharing been freely

chosen.
(J) Detached affect. !A sense !that the abjects on which

interest is concentrated are set a lime at a distance
emotio.naUy -a certain d~chment 10faffec14 so that

even when we ,are <e'6:l'lifronredWrtb «ark and ternD1e
things, and feel them 'Sbar:ply. they do 'not oppress but

m3ke us aware of our power to rise above them
(if) Active DiscoViery. A s'ense of acfivdy exercising

constructive powers of the mind" of being chaiiengcd
by a v.ariety of potentia'l1y ,C(mnict~ sfunuli itohy to

make them cohere; a keyed-upstate amounting t10
exhilaration in seeing <etOnnec.tionsbetween percepts 311d
betweenme.aning, a :sel1'Se{whicl1 may be illusionary} of
m~efiigibmty.

(5) Wholeness. A sense ofinitegratio~ as a person, ofbeing

re.stored to wholenes.s from distracting and diSrnptive
inf1luences (but by ind~v:e ~i> as well ~ h)"
exdusion).,andacorres~ndin,g conten1tmen~ e1r-eJ1

through distUl'bing feeling, that involves sdf-3cceptance

and self-expansion;8

Is BelWdsley's account the right one'? Does it aboot'ateiy describe the
general nature 'ofaestheticexperien:c,e1 There are a few pi'oolems\i\<ith
Beardsley's account:
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(1) Item 3, "detached affect," clearly has a place in the aesthetic tradition;

something. like "detached affect" is present as a part of the theories of
Shaftesbury, Hutcheson, Kant, Schopenhauer, Bullough, Stolnitz and
others. However, "detached affect" fights with the intimacy that Dewey
seems to describe in his offering of an account of aesthetic experience.
This is perhaps most clearly seen in the recent work of Arnold Berleant.

Berleant describes, in what certainly seems to be a following of Dewey,
a great intimacy B sensuously, cognitively, and emotionally B with the
object or event under aesthetic attention, or, better, with the object or

event with which one finds oneself in aesthetic relation or involvement.9

How does one reconcile, for instance, the knowledge or feeling that she
ought not stand in tbe theatre, shouting out a warning to the still living

Dunca~~ with the knowledge or feeling that if she claps vigorously

Tinkerbell will live or the knowledge or feeling that tears are appropriate
as Butterfly prepares for her death? Some emendation or amendment to

~detached affect" is needed.
(2) Both Dewey and Beardsley missed what I would call the "temporal"

element or "evolving'" facet of aesthetic properties. Recently Harold'
Lock, a native American, and I participated jointly in an exercise being

run by the ecopsychologist Laura Sewell. Sewell askedLoc'k and me to
imagine that one of us was a camera and the other a photographer. We
were to walk around taking photographs. First, the photographer would

describe the scene that was about to be "shot." Then the photographer,
with a tap on the head of his companion, would open the camera's shudder

- the companion's eyes - for a brief time. I found that my descriptions,
when I played the photographer, were very static. I focused on formal .

elements and compositions in my "photographs." Lock's descriptions,

however, were always lively and dynamic. He focused on movement,
and so, implicitly, he t:Qc.usedon change. Many aestheticians have foci

more lJlre mine than like Lock's. They see objects and events in three

dimensions ratlier than. four.
Art objects, for the most part, are static. In fact. we go to great

lengths at times to keep them from changing, or, iftbey have changed, to
bring them back to how they were at the point of their creation. Since

art objects are, for many, a primary source of regular aesthetic
experiences, we tend to think about our experiences of those objects in
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static terms as well.Wf; tend to think that if we view a work of art, its
aesthetic properties will pr~sent themselves to ~s (regardless of how they
exist, Le. objectiveLy or ,subjectively). Once we have seen (beard, etc.)
the detail of the work, we are ready tQ.n1ove()n. This is typical. But it
is not always rewarding. Latclyart critics have offered advice cont~
to tbe cafeteria model ofvie~ing paintings in agaUery (or seeing a film
or play once). We are now told to move through the gallery un~iI we
find a paintios that catches the eye. Then we are told tO$tand or sit and
view it for a time (perhaps twenty miol.1te$). 9nce. this investment is
made, the chances that the viewer will h$,vea rich aesthetic experiences
are ~el1ter tban they would otherwise be. It takes time. the point goes,
for aestbetic properties to reveal themselves.

This can be extended even further. Aesthetic properties can and
do continue to reveal themselves even after one has left an aesthetic
object. Through memory, througtl continued asso<::iationsmade between
the object and other thoughts ana other experiences, the object's aesthetic
richness can grow. A symptom of a good film (or,. really, any good
aesthetic Object) is that ooe is motivated to view the mm again and again.
and each time that attention is rewarded, usually in new and different
ways, but sotnetimes simply in appreciating the qualities oCtbe film more
ue-=piy lUlUpuignanily. The puiul ui this is liull m:iiher Dewey nur
Beardsley seem to take ioto account that aest4etic experience is nOtthree-
dimensional; it is tour-dimensional.

(3) "Is Beardsley right'/" It may be that this question. given the very
approaches. tbat they took, is wrong-headed. No onc over the age of
two, since well before Sir Issac Newton, has needed much instruction on
the tact that if an unattached object is released in mid air it will move
swiftly and directly toward the earth~ The effects of gravity are easy to
see and g.enerally easy to predict. Though gravity itself has been
explained in a number of different ways -an attraction of an object for
its home, amov~ toward ~eater maturity or aCtUality.as a.fieid theory,
as a bending of space -the effects of gravity ar~ rather uncontroversial.
Does this mean, tben, that we ought cease our attempt to understand
gravity, and thereby ce~se our attempt at greater ..precision regarding
predicting gravity's effects? Now that airplanes stay in the air, should
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we stop our inquiries into aerodynamics? The nature of science is such
that it is an ongoing enterprise. Dewey and Beardsley realized that their
projects were inherendy iriductivist, and that such nonessentialist projects

cannot be said to be (tinally) correct or incorrect. Morris Weitz described
the concept of art, the deimition of art, as evolving and growing. 10 With
more "data" in the form of new works of art, new art movement and new
artforms, the very concept of art will stretch to include those new data.
This is how it must be with aninductivist approach to aesthetic
experience.

.

Asa matter of course any such account will grow and evolve
to include the additional data of new human beings having new aesthetic

. ,experiences. Today empiricarpsychology could probably give us a more
accurate account than BeardsleY's, but tomorrow it could give us a more
accurate account still.

Defining The Aesthetic
What are the lessons to be learned about defining "the aesthetic"?

(1) To define "the aestbetic" 'is to understand that word primarily as a

moditier, as an adjective. 'Uses'of"'aesthetic'" as a noun are euphemisms,

place-holders or short-hand for other, more precise, descriptions in which

"ae'sthetic" is an adjective.
'

(2) Toddine "ihe a~siheiic- is to unuersiami why some experiences are

apportioned off from others, the former labeled "aesthetic," the latter
not. This approach is more basic than attempting to understand why
some properties (or states) of objects (or events) are aesthetic and some
not. Such properties only take on their roles as aesthetic properties as
they are involved in (actual) aesthetic expedertce.

(3) Aesthetic experience is relational. Michael Mitias writes:

any attempt to explain the aesthetic character of

experience either from the standpoint of the perceiver
exclusively or trom the standpoint of the art work, or

aesthetic object, exclusively is doomed to failure from
the sIan . why? Because the aesthetic experience' is a

complex, organic, event; it is relational in its very
essence. It happens, it comes into existence, in an
encounter between two types of reality, a percipient, and
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an art work; and outside this encounter this experience
does not, and cannot exist.1I

The ontological account of the existence of aesthetic properties which
best fits the relational character of aesthetic experiences is the Lockean
one described above. Aesthetic properties are actualized in the
relationship between aesthetic attender and the objective properties of

the object under attendance.
(4) Aesthetic experiences must have aesthetic objects as their contents.

These objects can be physically present, or they can be the products of
memory or imagination, but there can be no content-less experience.12

(5) To understand the nature of aesthetic experience without prejudice is to

adopt an inductivist approach. The principal reason that this is the correct
approach is that the raw data that we are attempting to understand in all

tbis (given (I) above) is actual aesthetic experiences. To attempt to do
this in anything but an inductivist manner is to invite inevitable
counterexample. We are not. in trying to explain the nature of aesthetic
experience. in the business of saying to people under what conditions
they "will and will not have aesthetic experiences. Rather we must take

tbe plethora of data with which we are faced and try to find some pattern
or patterns to it. This is the naturalist. inductivist approach of Dewey
anu B«:arWii«:y. Ii ili tn«: right on«:.

(6) From what foundations does an inductivist approach proceed? When

teaching ethics and the history of moral philosophy, I always say that
the foundation of wbat we are doing is attempting to explain a certain

sort of behavior: the verbal otlering of moral judgments. That behavior
is public. present, cOlI1D1onand undeniable -even for"the positivist who
would reduce it away to nothing other than emotion. The same is true in

aesthetics. Aestbetic experiences are private. But we cannot deny tbe

publicness of behavior that I will caU "aesthetic behavior"; geo\Jle

talking about how they teel and what they think about objects and events
they primarily attend to sensuously; people spending time creating

ob1ectsievents designed for others to attend to (primarHy) sensuousiy;
"

people arranging those objects/events in ways that facilitate people

attending to them (primarily) sensuously, to facilitate the longevity of
that attention, to facilitate behaviors which indicate that those attending
to these objects/events are rewarded through this attention. This is the
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undeniable data that we use to pronounce that those behaving in these
ways are experiencing objects/events aesthetically. An of us can cite

examples of aesthetic experiences and nonaesthetic ones. All of us do
,jn tact apportion oft~ in our individual continua of experience. aesthetic

experiences from nonaesthetic ones. The trick then. or at least the trick
for the aestheticilUl (and probably for the thoughtful aesthete. too), is to

understand how and why we apportion our experience.s as'wedo.

We cannot approach this the other way round. . TOo,set up the

boundaries of:the aesthetic (and here, of courS'e, L mean '''aeSthetic

experien~e") in:order to facilitate classification of our experiences serves
only .a taxonomical purpose. On the other hand. we-cannot do without

SOme;foundation from which to. begin. The approach I champion here is
fQundational, It has to be. else we w"llLbe locked into a tight vicious

circle of defining aesthetic.experience as those expetiences we identify,
given some criteria or.other, as aesthetic.

' The foundations I have used
,.are two:
(;1) People exhibit "ae~thetic"behaviors. .

'(2) . "Aesthetic", behaviorB are 'those which Jocus primarily on the
, sensuous aspects of those objects/events under our attention.

.
~t :

Since our goai is ihe identification of what wakes aestheiicexperiences
aesthetic, since OUfapproach is inductivist, and;iinally, since experiences
are private, and as much as any other, incorrigible, we want to:in~lude

, as little as possible by way of foundations for ourinquiry. Consider the

waY that.we identitY the natureot' various colors. When I see something
r,ed,. I have an experience of redness; and I may utter "that thing is red."

An expert in optics may investigate this phenomenon, and note that I

. make utterances like this one when. I am (i) in the presence of a surface
which reflects light at such and such a wavelength, and (ii) when
particular electro-chemical processes take place in my eye, optic nerve

and brain. This would allow the opticist (optiologist?) to predict when
i win make such utterances. Tne opticist may piace before me an obiect

which reflects light at the appointed wavelength and then upon noting
my central nervous system undergoing the appointed processes, may say

to me "you are experiencing redness now, right'!" to which I Will probably
respond "yes." (Minus the central nervous system .notings, this is the
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process we use to teach small children to label colors the way we do.)

But what if my response is "no" to the opticist's question? Suppose that
all the physical pieces of the puzzle are in place., yet my response to the
opticist is "no, I am not experiencing redness now." Can the opticist
possibly convince me that I am wrong? Impossible. Such experiences

are incorrigible, but more importantly, th~entire account that these are

the physical pieces of the puzzle which lead to the behavior ~'yes, I am
experiencing redness IlOW" are completely built upon my original

"testimony," my original "color behavior." The found~tions used in such

an optical inquiry are two:
(1) People exhibit "color" hehaviors.
(2) "Color" behaviors are those ",,,hieh focus on the sensation of

reflected light as such (as opposed to the visual sensations of
shape or size).

Without such foundations, optics cannot proceed. And so, without such
founda~ions as those mentioned above, inquiry into the nature of aesthetic
experiericewill either be viciously circular oi-will go no where. The

data that people exhibit such behaviors is undeniable. But to say more
than that these behaviors are about the sensuous aspects of experience is

to render our enquiry into the natu.re of aesthetic experience tainted by
our additional preconceptions. To say more would defeat the possib,ility

of discovery, but to say less would give us no starting block against which
to push off in our inquiry.

(7) There is another lesson to be learned aDout defining "the aesthetic"and
investigating aesthetic experience. While a purely disinterested or
disengaged approach to aesthetic experience is challengeable, and I

believe ultimately untenable,13 it is still the norm that when we attend to
aesthetic objects we tend to view them without regard to what functions
they may serve - apart, of course, from their "functions" as the contents

of our aesthetic experiences. If this is true, then how do we account for

our motivation to attend to aesthetic objects? If we do not attend to
them for some functionary benefit, then why? The answer has to do, of
course, with the fact that we value aesthetic experiences as aesthetic
experiences. But what. is it about aesthetic experiences that we find
valuable?
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Alan Goldman's recent account of aesthetic value focuses on
the ability of engagement with an aesthetic object to provide one with
an aesthetic experience characterized by the sense that one is in another
world, another place and time, in a different set of world circumstances

than one's everyday world. 14 I do not wish to argue here that this is a
correct account, but one of the lessons that we learn from understanding

that we are motivated to attend to aesthetic objects, to seek out and
invest time in aesthetic experiences, is that we find something valuable
about those experiences for their own sake. Accounts like Goldman=s

must be taken quite seriously in understanding why these experiences
have such a motivating power over us.
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